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**Our Political Black Hole**

Scarcely a week goes by without a hue and cry that our political system is broken. But what is the point of any political party if not to organize the power of the masses who elect us? If we cannot even do that, then perhaps the only way to keep ourselves in power is to manipulate the system.

The first thing all politicians are aware of is that the system is broken. Which is why, for the most part, they don’t believe the system is broken. All they believe is that the system is broken when it’s not working for them.

For example, this election season, the Republican presidential candidates have been saying that the system is broken. But when they say this, they mean that the system is broken because the Republicans are not winning. The system is perfectly fine when the Republicans are winning, but it becomes broken when they are not.

But if the system is broken, then how can we possibly expect it to work for us? It is a paradox. The only way to fix the broken system is to stop the Republicans from winning. And the only way to stop the Republicans from winning is to keep the system broken.

So let us not be surprised if the system remains broken for a long time to come. For the only way to change the system is to stop the system from changing.

---

**Responsibility Begins At Conception**

By Shari Motro

In the name of protecting the vulnerable, some do abuse by making men who pres- ent for their pregnant lovers before conceptions unprotect- ed. How many men don't want to give men a say over abortion. How many men don't want to stay away from abortion. How many men don't want to give men a say over abortion.

It is a common fallacy that men are not the real parents who conceive. Both partners are equal participants in the conception of a human being.

Men may pay child support. They should help the costs of pregnancy, too.

DNA was predicting alive. DNA was predicting alive. DNA was predicting alive.

Many are the questions that the new science of pregnancy presents. How do we determine the sex of a child? How do we determine the viability of a child? How do we determine the health of a child?

Scientists have learned that DNA is not only present in the nuclei of cells, but also in the cytoplasm. This means that DNA can be found in eggs and sperm.
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